
FOREMAN Locker Systems provides you with only high-quality products, including our benches. We use stainless steel frames, posts 
and hardware, which make our benches water resistant, while still carrying our 20 Year warranty. Our Bench Product Lines has also 
ADA-compliant models and can be fabricated in several standard lengths.

Our bench seats are made of 5/8” thick Solid Phenolic. Stainless Steel Posts have 1/8” thick 
walls. These Benches are designed to be anchored to the floor. The seat panel is comfortably 
secured to the posts with concealed hardware. This Product line includes 4 standard length: 3’, 
4’, 5’ and 6’. An ADA bench is also available as part of the model range which can be fabricated 
without back panel for installations against the wall. This product line is developed for heavy duty 
or high occupancy facilities to serve you for years. Please see the data sheets for more details.

Our traditional line of free-standing benches, made out of 5/8” thick Solid Phenolic and 
Stainless Steel Frames having 1/8” thick walls. Most popular single and double benches 
have comfortable back panel with 3 to 6 HÄFELA clothes hooks. For benches we use the 
same stock color FUNDERMAX® solid phenolic for a quick turnaround (Please see the 
FOREMAN® Stock Color Program). The product has 40” standard length. The legs have 
Polyurethane caps to protect floor in your facility.

There are 4 models in this product line:
SingleSingle Bench, Double Bench, Single Bench with 3 Hanging Hooks, Double Bench with 6 
Hanging Hooks.

FOREMAN®  Benches and Shelves

Top of the line bench products made out of 5/8” 
Solid Phenolic for Side Panels and out of 3/8” 
Solid Phenolic for Front Panels and Seats. Front 
panels and Seat normally have the same color 
as the lockers in your facility. Optional 
comfortable upholstered seat is available in a 
variety of designs by Naugahyde® upholstery 
colorcolor pallet. Thick side panels have standard 
Pastel Grey color (by FUNDERMAX®) matching 
the color of powder coated aluminum frames 
and hardware. 
The product is heavy and stable on the floor.

Please check with us about our variety 
of standard and custom solid phenolic 
shelves made of the same material to 
match the color of reception or the 
lockers.


